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Abstract 

A motivic approach is presented to Shimura's zeta functions Z.(s, f) [47] attched to holo-
morphic automorphic forms f on unitary groups UK (n, n) over an imaginary quadratic field 
K=Q(yC'加） • A motivically normalized£-function'D(s, f) attached to Z.(s, f) is defined in 
accordance with Deligne's conjectures [14]. An explicit description of Shimura's r-factors is 
used. 

The attached p-adic£-functions of'D(s, f) satisfies conjecture of Coates-Perrin-Riou [11] 
and it is constructed via admissible measures of Amiee-Velu, see also [31]. The p-ordinary case 
was treated in [17] via algebraic geometry (method of Katz). 

The main result is stated in terms of the Hodge polygon PH(t): [O, d]→ 恥 andthe Newton 
polygon PN(t) = PN,v(t) : [O, d]→ 股 ofthe zeta function'D(s, f) of degree d = 4n. Main 
theorem gives a p-adic analytic interpolation of the L values in the form of certain integrals 
with respect to Mazur-type measures, saisfying Coates-Perrin-Riou conjectures. 

Both Rankin-Selberg and doubling methods are used. 

1 Euler products of Shimura 

Explicit Euler products were constructed by G. Shimura from the Hecke eigenvalues of automorphic 

forms on a classical group (see [47], [45], [46]), where their analytic continuation to the whole 

complex plane was proved when the group is a unitary group over a CM field and the eigenform is 

holomorphic. Also, an analytic continuation of an Eisenstein series was proved on another unitary 

group, containing the group just mentioned defined with such an eigenform. 

The idea of a motivic interpretation of Shimura's zeta functions comes from their explicite 

Gamma factors, see [47] compared with the Deligne-Serre's Gamma factors of Hodge structures on 

the Betti and de Rham realisations of a motive [43], [14]. A proceedure of bringing Gamma factors 

to a canonical form is described by H.Cohen [13]. When applied to the classical Eisenstein series 

恥， itgives the Gamma factor r(s) of a classical cusp form. An evidence for the motivic nature of 

the Gamma factors could be deduces from the attached p-adic£-functions using their Hodge and 

Newton polygons P爪t)and PN,p(t) (at p). 
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1.1 Hermitian modular group r n,K and the standard zeta function Z(s, f) 

(definitions) 

The followng function Z(s, f) is a special c!ase of Euler products constructed by G. Shimura. Let 
0=仮 bethe quadratic character attached to K = Q(✓ コ冗），が=[~]-

rn,K = {M= (iり） E GL2n((')K)IMr,nM* = T/n}, T/n = (仇―~~n)'
2n 

Z(s,f)= (rrL(2s-i+l,0i-l) 立 (a)N(a)―s'

(dellned vi~ 冒~,Ire's eige~""1uffi, ~IT0(a)~ 入(a)f,acOK)

= II Zq(N(q)―S戸（an Euler product over pnmes q C (')氏

with deg Zq (X) = 2n, the Satake parameters t;,q, i = 1, ・ ・ ・, n), 

'D(s,f) ( 
£1  

=Zs--+-
2 2' 

f) (Motivically normalized standard zeta function 

with a functional equation s→ C -s; rk = 4n, and motivic weight£, -1). 

Main result: Assuming£,> 2n, a p-adic interpolation is constructed of all critical values'D(s, f, x) 
normalized by x r'.D (s) /紺 inthe critical strip n ::; s ::; £-n for all x mod pr in both bounded or 

unbounded case , i.e. when the product ar = (ITqlp IT~=l tq,i) p―n(n+l) is not a p-adic unit. 

1.2 Example: Ikeda's lifting f ""'f = Lift(!) 

Its£-function gives a crucial motivation for both complex and p-adic theory of£-functions on 
unitary groups, and extends to a general (not necessarily lifted) case. Recall that in [19] 

S訟 +1(fo(D), 0) 3 f "" f = Lift(!) E S2k+2n'(f K,n), if n = 2n'is even (E) 

S2k(SL(Z)) 3 f ""f = Lift(!) ES証 +2れ,(fK,n),if n = 2n、'+1 is odd (0) 

the standard£-function off= Lift(n)(f) is a nice product: Z(s, f) = 

担+k + n'-i + (1/2), f)L(s + k + n'ー i+ (1/2), f, 0) [19] 

= TI L(s + C/2 -i -(1/2), f)L(s + C/2 -i -(1/2), f, 0). 

Notice k + n'=€/2, then the Gamma factor of the standard zeta function with the symmetry 
s H 1 -s becomes I'z;(s) = TIご。~rc(s +€/2 -i -(1/2))乞

1.3 A motivic normalization for the scalar-valued automorphic forms 

For the general case see in [9]. 
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The Gamma factor I'z.(s) = TI n-1 2 i=O丘(s+ C/2 -z -(1/2)) . suggests the following nice motivic 
n-1 

normalization'.D(s) = Z.(s -(C/2) + (1/2)) = IJ L(s -i, f)L(s -i, f, 0) with the Gamma factor 
i=O 

n-1 

r'D(s) = I'z.(s -(C/2) + (1/2)) = IJ氏 (s-i)汽andthe£-function'.D(s) satisfies the symme-
i=O 

try s→ C -s of motivic weight C -1 with the slopes 2• 0, 2• 1, ... 2• (n -1), 
2• (C -n), • • • , 2• (C -1), so that Deligne's critical values (as in [14]) are at s = n, ... , s = C -n. 

Moreover the existence of p-adic L-funcions in Ikeda's case f = Lift(△） of degree 3 directly 
follows in this case from the abnove product (even in the non-ordinary case, e.g. for f =△， p=7' 
r(7) = -16744 = -23-7-13-23, for any K, but n = 2n'+1 must be odd) with C = 2k+2n'= 12+2叫

1.4 General zeta functions: critical values and coefficients 

More general zeta functions are Euler products of degree d 

'D(s,x) = f x(n)an戸=II 
'D p(x(p)p-S) 

A ,'D(s,x) =丘(s)'D(s,x), 
n=l 

where deg叫(X)= d for all but finitely many p, and叫(0)= 1. 

In many cases algebraicity of the zeta values was proven as 

'D* (so, x) 
EQ({x(n),a山）， where'D*(s,x) 1s normalized by r'D, 

硝；

at critical points so E Zcrit as linear combinations of coefficients an dividing out periods 0ふwhere
砂 o,x)=知(so,X)if hf,£= 0. 

In p-adic analysis, the Tate field is used Cp =娼 thecompletion of an algebraic closure②, in 

place of C. Let us fix embeddings { 
ip: Q'---+ Cp 

_ and contmue analytically the normalized zeta 
鯰： Qc...+C, 

values'Da19(s, x) = A(s, x)-空年立
!.1'.D 

to s E Zp, X mod p八whereA(s,x) 1s a polynomial elementary 

factor of [11], p.29. 

1.5 The Hodge and Newton polygons of'.D(s) 

are used in order to state our Main result. 
The Hodge polygon PH(t) : [O, d]→ 恥 ofthe function'.D(s) and the Newton polygon PN,p(t) : 

[O,d]→ 股 atp are piecewise linear functions: 

The Hodge polygon of weight w has the slopes j of lengthj = hi,w→ given by Serre's Gamma 
factors of the functional equation of the form s→ w + l -s, relating知 (s,x) =丘(s四(s,x) and 
鯰 (w+ 1-s,x), where pis the complex conjugation of an, and r'.D(s) = r'.DP(s) equals to the 

product丘 (s)= IT虞几，w-j(s),where 

·h正—j
if j < w, 

rj,w-j(s) =似：口〗叩r恥'(s -j + l)h四， if2j = w, where 
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丘(s)= 7r―汀げ），ric(s)= r艮（叫(s+ 1) = 2(21r)寸 (s),hみj=砂 +h四，Lh1•w-J = d, see 
j 

[13] for the various examples with Gamma factors. 

The Newton polygon at p is the convex hull of points (i, o叫 (a;)) (i = 0, ... , d); its slopes入

are the p-adic valuations ordp(a;) of the inverse roots a; of叫 (X)E Q[X] Cら[X]:length入＝

Hi I ordp(a;) =入}.According to [6], Th. 8.36, PNewton,p(t) 2 PHodge(t) on [O,d]. 

Hodge/Newton polygons for f = Lift(△），n = 3, U(3, 3) 

Let us draw PHodge(t) (slopes 0,1,2,11,12,13), and PNewton,p(t) (slopes 1,2,3,10,11,12), symmetry 
for slopes: j >--+ 13 -j, for p = 7, f = Lift(△）， k = 12, n'= 1, £= 14 = k + 2n', d = 4n = 12, 
r'.D(s) =応(s)2氏(s-1)2氏 (s-2)主symmetrys→ 14 -S. PNewton,p(6) = 12, PHodge(6) = 6, 
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h = 6 (" .. a motiv1c Hasse mvanant ") 

1.6 p-adic analytic interpolation of'.D(s, f, x) 

The result expresses the zeta values as integrals with respect to p--adic Mazur-type measures. These 
measures are constructed from the Fourier coefficients of Hermitian modular forms, and from eigen-
values of Hecke operators on the unitary group. 
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t at t = -The integrality of measures is proven Pre-ordinary case: 靡 (t)= PN,p() by 
T.Bouganis [7], representing'D*(s,x) = r'.D(s)'D(s,x) as a Rankin-Selberg type integral at critical 
points s = m. Coefficients of modular forms in this integral satisfy Kummer-type congruences and 
produce certain bounded measuresμ'.D from integral representations and Petersson product, [10]. 
For the case of p inert in K, see [7]. 

Admissible case: h = P囀）ー P碍） > 0 The zeta distributions are unbounded, but their 
sequence produce h-admissible (growing) measures of Amice-Velu-type, allowing to integrate any 
continuous characters y E Hom(z;, c;) =加 Ageneral result is used on the existence of h-
admissible (growing) measures from binomial congruences for the coe缶cientsof Hermitian modular 

forms. Their四adicMellin transforms砂 (y)= J2. y(x)dμ'.D(x), ら： 1,,!p→ Cp give rradic an-
alytic interpolation of growth log似） of the£-values: the valuesら (xx;')are integrals given by 

ip (三/,X))E Cp 

2 The explicit form of the standard zeta function 

For all integral ideals a C CJ let T(n) denotes the Hecke ope;ator associated to it as }n [47], page 
162, using the action of double cosets r~r with~= diag(D,D), (det(D)) = (a), D = (D*)-1, 
a E Cl. 

C "d ons1 er a non-zero Hermitian modular form f E叩 (r),for a (congruence) subgroup r Cr n,K, 

and assume flT(n) =入(n)fwith入(n)E C for all integral ideals n c CJ. Then 

2n 

Z(s,f) = (リL(2s-i + 1, 0i-l))芦入(n)N(a)-8,

the sum is over all integral ideals of CJ K. 

This series has an Euler product representation Z(s, f) = ITq(Zq(N(q)→）ー1,where the product 
is over all prime ideals of CJ応 Zq(X)is the numerator of the series 区r~O 入（ず）xr  E C(X), 
computed by Shimura as follows. 
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2.1 Euler factors of the standard zeta function, [47], p. 171 

The Euler factors Zq(X) in the Hermitian modular c邸 eat the prime ideal q of ('.) K are 

(i)叫 X)川((1-N(qr-1tq,iX)(l -N(qr□ X))―1, 
i=l 

if呼 =q and q J c, (the inert case outside level c), 

(ii) Zq, (ふ）％（ふ）＝廿 ((1-N(q1)2nt; ふ，ふ）(1 -N(q2)-1いふ））―1, 
i=l 

if q 1 i= q2, qf = q2 and qi J c for i = 1, 2 {the split case outside level) , 
n 

(iii)叫 X)= IJ (1 -N(q)n-ltq,;X) 
-1 

, if qP = q and qlc {inert level divisors), 
i=l 

(iv) Zq, (ふ）％（ふ）＝且 ((1-N(q1t-1t心，ふ）(1-N(印）n-1知q2,ふ））―1, 

if q1 i= q2, q;lc for i = 1, 2 {split level divisors). 

where the t?,i above for?= q, q1q2, are the Satake parameters of the eigenform f. 

2.2 The standard motivic-normalized zeta T>(s, f, x) 

The standard zeta function of f is defined by means of the p-parameters as the following Euler 

product: 

'D(s,f,x)=叫{(1 _ x(P~~;(p)) (1 _ x(p)a;;-;(p))}―1' 

where xis an arbitrary Dirichlet character. Motivically, this should be L(s, ResK;Q(Mt) @x) with 

rkK叫） = 2n, r恥(ResK;Q(島）） = 4n. The p--parameters a1 (p), ... , a4n(P) of'D(s, f, x) for p not 
dividing the level C of the form f are related to the the 4n characteristic numbers 

叫 p),・ ・ ・, a2n(P), a2n+1(p), ・ ・ ・, a4n(P) 

of the product of all q-factors Zq (N qCR-l)/2) x)-1 for all qlp, which is a polynomial of degree 4n of 

the variable X = p→ (for almost all p) with coefficients in a number field T = T(f) . 

The relation between the two normalizations Z(s -½+占， f) ='D(s, f) also was discussed in [9] 
and [22] for more general£-functions. 

2.3 Description of the Main theorem 

Let Or be a period attached to an Hermitian cusp eigenform f,'D(s,f) = Z(s -f +½,f) the 
standard zeta function, and 

ar = ar,p = (rrq1p rr~=l tq,i) p―n(n+l), h = 0叫 (ar,p)-

The number ar turns out to be an eigenvalue of Atkin's type operator Up : どHAHqH→LHApHqH 
d 

(the Hermiti皿 Fourierexpansion) on some t。,and h = P州~)-P爪~), d = 4n, -= 2n. 
2 
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Definition 1. Let M be a (')-module of finite rank where(') C Cp. For h~l, consider the following 
(C -vector spaces of functions on Z* : 砂 Celoc-an p p c e. Then 

-a continuous homomorphismμ: e→ Mis called a {bounded) measure M-valued measure on 
Z* p・ 

-μ: 砂→ M is called an h admissible measure M-valued measure on z; measure if the following 
growth condition is satisfied 

J (x一 a)jdμSp―v(h-j)
a+(p") 

p 

for j = 0, 1, …, h -l, and et沈 =H omcont(z;, c;) be the space of definition of p-adic Mellin 
transform 

Theorem 2 ([1], [31]). For an h-admissible measureμ, the Mellin transform Lμ, : YP→ Cp exists 
and has growth o(logり(withinfinitely many zeros). 

Theorem 3 (Main Theorem). Let f be a Hermitian cusp eigenform of degree n 2 2 and of weight 
£> 2n. There exist distributionsμ'D,s for s = n, ・ ・ ・, £-n with the properties: 

i) for all pairs (s,x) such thats E Z with n::; s::; £ ー几

I xdμ'D,s=Ap(s,x) 
'.D* (s, f, 冗）

z; 凶

(under the inclusion ip), with elementary factors Ap(s,x) = [It心(s,x) including a finite Euler 
product, Satake parameters tq,i, gaussian sums, the conductor o x; the integral is a finite sum. 

(ii) if orも (mq1prr~=心）P―n(n+l)) = 0 then the above distributionsμ'.D,s are bounded mea-

sures, we setμ'.D =μ'.D,s* and the integral is defined for all continuous characters y E Hom(z;, ic;) =: 
リp・

Their Mellin transforms ;:,,/L'D,Jy) = fz. リdμ'.D,s,;:,,μ']) : リp→Cか

give bounded p-adic analytic interpolation of the above L-values to on the ICp-analytic groupむ； and 

these distributions are related by: J xdμ'.D,s = J xxぶーsµ'.D,s•, X = z;, where s* =£-n, s. = n. 
X X 

(it in the admissible case assume that O < h s s* -む+1 =£+ 1 -2n, where h = 

ordp mqlp IT~=い）P―n(n+l)) > 0, Then there exists an h-admissible measureμ'.D whose inte-

grals f2. xx;dμ'.D 
叩 s,f,x)

are given by ip (Ap(s,x) Or)  E ICp with Ap(s,x) as in (i); their Mellin 

transformsら (y)= fz; ydμ'.D, belong to the type o(log叫）．
(iv) the functions /:.,'.D are determined by (i)-(iii). 

Remarks. 
(a) Interpretation of s*: the smallest of the "big slopes" of PH 

(b) Interpretation of s. ―1: the biggest of the II small slopes II of PH. 
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3 Proofs via the doubling method 

Based on the pull-back identity, it is valid for many classical groups. In the Sp case it gives a 
double integral representation for'.D(f, s, x) and its critical values at t with k + t = R, through a 
certain Eisenstein series色 onthe Hermitian space沢2nof degree 2n using an algebraic linear 
form g→ 巧(g)applied to~ 袖unction知 (z,w)in a certain tensor product of arithmetical nearly 
holomorphic functions 

'.D(f, t, x) = :r(叩，x)

described in [5] for a holomorphic Siegel modular form f of weight R, for the congruence subgroup 

I'o(N) in Spn which is a Hecke eigenform. 
Special values of the standard£-function used in the proof are of the type'.D(M)(f, s) and 

attached to f and to twists'.D(Ml(J, s, x) of the£-function by Dirichlet characters X, where M 
denotes a common multiple of N and the conductor of X, and the Euler factors at primes dividing 
M are removed. 

3.1 A formula for'.D(f, t, x) =疇叫

Is the following pull-back double integral representation: 

'.f(g) = 
〈〈fIt (『エ），g(*,*)〉;o(N2p)'fIt Gふ）〉Z

I'o(N2p) 

〈f,f〉f。(N2p)

Here g(z, w) =叩，x(-z,w) is a function in the tensor product of certain spaces of automorphic 
forms 

叩，xE C00 M!(ro(M),'-P)lz 0c C00 M!(ro(M),'-P)lw, 

obtained from the above Eisenstein series l1: 訊applying

1. an arithmetical operator of higher twist, 

2. a diagonal differential operator虹，"'witha = k + t acting on nearly holomorphic forms and 
preserving their arithmeticity. 

In the Sp case the operator of higher twist, attached to the unipontent radical U of a parabolic P, 
is described through matrix Gauss sums in [4] . 

3.2 Explicit pull-back identity in the Sp case 

is based on the "unfolding trick 11: twisting of the standard zeta function with a Dirichlet character 
x equals to a series obtained from a summation of eigenvalues off, twisted by x It is represented by 
the scalar product of a series obtained from a summation of Hecke operators applied to an eigenform 
for the appropriate Hecke algebra ((2.28) at p.1389 [5]) . Let S be a square free number, p I Sand 
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Let r.p be a Dirichlet character mod M > 1, x a Dirichlet character mod N, N2IM, £= k+v EN 
with x(-1) = (-1)知(-1)and g E乾(r。(M),rp), then in the Sp case one has the following 

〈f,Q; 似(*,-z, M, N, r.p, X, s)〉
ro(M) 

＝如(s) x(-1r(炉）2k+v+2s-n-1 Mデ号
£(k + 2s, 匹）

X'.l)(M) (flt (心―エ），k+ 2s -n, 尺）flt (心 ~1) IU (晨），
with the normalizing product£(s, 心） = L(s, 心)IT L(2s-2i, 臼）， Gammafactor r n (s) = 1r~ 戸lIIr(s-

i=l i=l 
n-1 

2 
ー） of degree n, Atkin's operator U(L), and Hua's integral [24] 

, l,v(s)=(-1)巧 1十
n(n+l) -2ns~ ユ几(l+s-~)几(l+s- 号）

7f 2 

r n(k + s叫 (k+ s —引
, providing a meromorphic con-

tinuation of the twisted L-functions to the whole complex plane (Corollary 3.3 in [5], p.1399). 

3.3 Strategies to prove Main theorem by doubling method (Unitary case) 

Let us follow the strategy developed for the symplectic group in [5] in the ordinary case, and in 
[15] in the admissible case. 

To construct the admissible measureμsatisfying extensions of (i) and (ii) for Unitary group 
we follow four steps: following the technique of Amice-Velu [1], μis given by a certain sequence of 
distrbutions {μ サ之oon the ground p-adic space X 

1. Construct a certain sequence of modular (automorphic} distributions {沢j(z,w)L2'.o
valued in a tower of arithmetic (nearly holomorphic) automorphic forms of levels Cpv (v~l). 

2. Apply a suitable algebraic linear form (represented by a double Petersson scalar product in 
(z,w)). 

3. Check the admissibility properties (h-admissible measures). This is equivalent to proving 
congruences for the Fourier coefficients in匹 巧 EA(symmetric or hermitian matrices). 

4. Prove that certain integrals of Dirichlet characters x and arithmetical chracters xxi, j = s* -t 
coincide with the algebraic normalized special values of the standard zeta function'.Dalg (f, t, x) 
twisted with X・ 

4 Existence of h-admissible measures 

of Amice-Velu-type gives皿 unboundedp-adic analytic interpolation of the L-values of growth 
log h 

P (・), using the Mellin transform of the constructed measures. This condition says that the 
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product rr~=l tp,i is nonzero and divisible by a certain power of p in ('.): 

uni, 位(g,,}"'"十,,)~I,
We use an easy condition of admissibility of a sequence of modular distributions <I>j on X =写

with values in the semigroup algebra C'.J[[q]] = C'.J[[q引]HEA(C'.J)+as in Theorem 4.8 of [10]. It suffices 
to check congruences of the type (with x = 4) 

uxv(t C,)(-aば）j-j'釘(a+(pり） E Gp叫 [[q]]
j'=O J 

for all j = 0, 1, ... , 幼ー 1. Here s = s* -j', <I>j'(a + (pり） is a certain automorphic-valued 
distribution in nearly holomorphic arithmetical functions叩，x(z,w) We use a general sufficient 
condition of admissibility of a sequence of modular distributions <I>j on X = z; with values in (')[[q]] 
as in Theorem 4.8 of [10]. 

4.1 Proof of the Main Theorem (iii): admissible case 

Using a certain double Petersson product邦('.J-{t,x)for'l)alg(t, f, X) of叩 timesan elementary factor 
and a power of a fixed Satake parameter written as ,(L), with L = pv. Using an eigenfunction 
f。ofAtkin's operator U(p) of eigenvalue ar on~。 and a certain double Petersson product for 

g(z,w) =叫（一z,w)one hasび（知）＝

〈〈faIt (0―1) 1 0 1 0 ,g(*,*) 〉T。 (N2p)'~。 It (。炉s)〉
ro(N2p) 

〈f。,f碍。(N2p)

Moreover, applying Atkin's operator U(pりgives

炉 9(t,f,x)=叩 x

〈〈f。It(~ ば），U(pり(g(*,*)〉） T。 (N2p)'~。レ G ふ）〉
ro(N2p) 

〈f。,f碍。(N2p)

4.1.1 Modification of the proof in the admissible case 

instead of Kummer congruences, to estimate p-adically the integrals of test functions: L = p叫

l+(L) (x -a)id'Dalg :=芦じ）（ーa)i-i'l+(L)豆d'Dalg,using the orthogonality of characters 

and the sequence of zeta distributions J四d'Dalg= 
1 

a+(L) 印(<'J/L<'J)X
とい(a) x(x)xid'Dalg, 

xmodL L 
fx xd'Dえ＝炉19(s*-j, f, x) =: J x x(x)d'D';,19. 
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4.2 Defining automorphic distributions {的}through沢L,x 

For I',= k十 v,k = n + t, t 2'. 1, we use the same sequence of functions沢凰 asin [5], defined as 
follows: 
If X =/= 1, then 

鳴ド(z,w) = ,!;(k + 2s, cpx)IE似(w,z,R2炉fa,RN, cp, X, s) 

11 U(L2) I『U(L2)It Gふ）『Gふ）．
If X = 1, then 

碍，し(z,w) = ,!;(k + 2s, cpx')区(-l)ipデ p―m

i=O 

s 
X IC似(w,z, (R'p)2 N2瓦,R'N,ゃぷ，s,i) 

11 U(L2) I『U(ザ） It Gふ）『Gふ）．

Defining the functions'.J-Cc a,L) (z, w) through the Fourier expansions 
The function叩a,L)(z, w) has the Fourier expansion of the form: 

叩a,L)(z,w)= L O:a,L⑰ ,'J4)・exp (如itr'J戸十 'J4w) , 
N2p （ 

'.T1,'.T4EA;t 
） 

区咄，k(T)・Gn(2T2,N,x)・(以）2(det G)・det(2T[G―l])k-
2n+1 

2 

"J'(む），G,b

• （以）(b)・b―k・d(b,T[G―i]). t~x(a炉）c炉諏）o(cx)・G(又）

・尺(det(2T2))・x(det(Gり） ・b)・(1-(cpx0x)。(p)pt-l)・L(t,Er[G-']'PX), 
where the quadratic character Er defined as汀（＊）：＝（にエ芋四り andD(T)={GE Mn(Z*)IT[G-1] E 

An}, bl det(2T). 

5 Defining an algebraic linear form g H J'(g) 

LetfES犀 o(N),cp) and a function g(z, w) which as a modular form of z and w belongs to 
M以r0(N2p),ip), we consider the following IC-valued function: 

〈〈fIt (『閏），g(*,*)〉;o(N2p),f It Gふ）〉Z

'.l(g) = 
I'o(N2p) 

〈f,f〉f。(N2p)
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The pull-back identity gives us our critical values as values of :f(g): 

叩翌し）＝〈f,f〉-1.伽 (0)・(N2p)
n(n+l} 

2 号 x(-lr(-l)ln

. (Ncxr<'十t-1)ao(pL4ぐ）・烏(t,x)・X( p r-n(Np)(J,t, 又）
(p, ex) 

n (1一心(p)叫p)-1忙―1)
for any character X whose conductor is a power of p, where Ep(s, 心)= II -

j=l 

is a modified p-Euler factor in accordance with the motivic formula in [11]. 

5.1 Congruences between the coefficients of the Hermitian modular forms 

In order to integrate any locally-analytic function on X, it suffices to check the following binomial 
congruences for the coefficients of the Hermitian modular form 

叩 *-j,x=区 v('J1,'J2,s* -j, x)q戸q巴：
T,, 巧

for v >> 0, and a constant C 

1 j ~((')/M('))X 区（
j'=O J 

.,}-a)j-j'L い(a)v(pv'J1,pv'J2,s* -j, x)硲q巴i
:,cmodM 

E Cpvj(')[[qz,q』] (This is a quasimodular form if j'=J s*) 

The resulting measureμ'D allows to integrate all continuous characters in 1;!p = Homcont(X, ic;), 
including Hecke characters, as they are always locally analytic. 

Its p-adic Mellin transform£μ']) is an analytic function on 1;!p of the logarithmic growth (') (logり，
h = ordp(a). 

5.2 P roof of the mam congruences 

Thus the double Petersson product in£r can be expressed through the Fourier coeffcients of h 
in the case when there is a finite basis of the dual space consisting of certain Fourier coeffcients: 

圧： h >-+ h, (i = 1, ... , n). It follows that£r(h) =区，'Yib'J',,where'Yi E k. Using the expression for 
り(hj)=江叩朽，ェ， theabove congruences reduce to 

L'Yi,j/3jbj, 訊三 0 mod pN. 
i,J 

The last congruence is done by an elementary check on the Fourier coefficients b臼

The abstract Kummer congruences are checked for a family of test elements. 
In the admissible case it suffices to check binomial congruences for the Fourier coefficients as 

above in place of Kummer congruences. 
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5.3 Proving the main congruences as in [15], [10] 

Denote L = p叫,(L)=〈f。,fo〉ao(pLり 叩(O)(N2p)号ーデ(-1)吋ーl)fnNn(l-j-£), 

A:=,(£)区 r (-ar-j 
1 

j=Oし） i.p(L) x~d Lい(a)v('J1,'I2,j,x) 

where v(L'J心 砂x)are Fourier coefficients of沢凰.These summations can be put into the inte-
grals and composed as the derivative of a product: 

J□ -apydμ 
a+(L) 

IMI 

=1匡 a mod L苔凸戸(;)(-ar-j (¥; !>~)!xi+1dμ 
IMI 

か
= f Lμi戸・ 一 (xi+1(x一 ar)dμ 

の三a mod L 
枷 i

i=O 

We use the method of V. Q. My which can be explained by the following lemma: 

Lemma 4 (Lemma 5.2 in [32], page 158). Suppose that h and q are natural numbers, h > q, and 
d三ーCd'amod m. Then the number 

Bq =文（［）（一a)h-j(-C)h-jd1h-jdj-ijq I'(j + 1) 
j=O J I'(j + 1 + i) 

is divisible by mh-,-q. 

Using the orthogonality relations of character x and the congruence x = a mod L which gives 

the congruence品(xi+l(x―at)三 0mod u-i th h en we ave proof for the mam congruences. I 
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